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If you’re responsible for marketing and student recruitment, it’s likely you’re in constant

competition to attract great students who are a good fit for your institution. You’re chasing 

both home-grown talent and, increasingly, international students too.

It’s a difficult job, and it’s getting more difficult by the day. The reality is that good candidates 

now have multiple choices on where they study – both in terms of institutions and countries. In 

fact, with the majority of international students applying to an average of five institutions**,

you need to stand out from the crowd to ensure they choose you.

 

Of course, most candidates (regardless of their nationality) are still influenced by traditional 

factors such as academic reputation, location, employability and average starting salaries. But 

when the decision is more finely balanced – which it often is for the majority of students – the 

reality today is that it’s some of the softer aspects that can make or break their decision to 

choose your institution.

Take communication. The simple email. According to our research report Beyond the Data:
Influencing International Student Decision Making, it is often how institutions initiate and

maintain contact that has a disproportionate effect on the final outcome. In fact, our research 

shows that an institution’s responsiveness to an enquiry is the third most influential factor for a 

student when choosing which institutions they apply to, after quality of education and

reputation**. And, of course, improving responsiveness is far easier to achieve. 
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Given the importance of responsiveness to enquiry, it’s surprising that so many institutions are 
currently failing to respond in the way students expect. Often it’s because they don’t feel they 
have the resources to be able to do so.

In this guide, we’ll give you an overview of how you can use marketing automation to redress 
the balance and communicate with students more effectively. In doing so, you’ll be able to 
maximise student conversion from enquiry to application and ultimately to the acceptance of 
an offer. We’ll cover what marketing automation is, what it offers for higher education and how 
you can use it to attract and convert the right candidates.

Specifically, we’ll show how you can:
 
g   Automatically deliver the right communications at the right time 

g   Trigger relevant email content based on what a candidate has viewed on your site and
     other behavioural triggers

g   Structure a series of communications to help guide students through their decision

g   Highlight the key reasons why they should choose you over other institutions 

http://www.hobsonssolutions.com
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Marketing automation is a strategy that allows institutions to streamline and automate a series 
of actions and communications to specific audiences using state of the art software. In higher 
education, for example, this could mean sending a series of timed emails when a student
enquires via your website, guiding them through the application and decision making process.
 
It could also involve triggering a series of relevant emails when a candidate views specific
pages on your website or responds to individual campaigns. For example, a student that visits 
your accommodation page would receive a series of communications regarding campus
accommodation and how to apply, assistance services for finding private accommodation,
and information on living costs in your town or city. 
 
This approach has many benefits. Ultimately, you will maximise response and return on
investment through employing more relevant communications, as well as gathering the data 
and insights you need to improve your marketing over time. 

It’s why, outside of education, businesses around the world are rapidly implementing marketing 
automation. They’re doing it to attract more leads, to nurture those prospects over time, and to 
convert more opportunities into active customers. 

The same principles – and resulting boost in performance – apply to higher education too,
enabling you to: 

So what is marketing
automation, and what
can it do for you?

g   Capture initial interest and engage students

g   Maintain and nurture their interest over time 

g   And convert their initial interest into an application and/or
     acceptance of an offer

http://www.hobsonssolutions.com
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Every year, we conduct in-depth global research into student preferences. In our International 
Student Survey 2015: Value and the Modern International Student, the 45,000 respondents
were very clear about the level of responsiveness they expect*:

g   Over 87% of today’s students now expect at least a short email reply to an enquiry
     within 24 hours

g   And 81% also expect a more detailed emailed response within three days

Why your responsiveness has 
become so important
(and what you can do about it)

How responsive to enquiry do international students expect
institutions to be?

Traditionally, higher education institutions have found that their efforts to be this responsive 
have either been too time-intensive or ineffective. Fortunately, marketing automation enables 
you to solve this problem, responding with fast, appropriate communications delivering
precisely what students are looking for. 

% of respondents selecting as a preferred option
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Creating effective
autoresponder emails to
website enquiries
Rather than delivering a simple “Thanks for your enquiry, we’ll be in touch” email response 
when a prospective student enquires via your website, marketing automation enables you to 
create dynamic and personalised emails. These improve the student experience and increase 
the chances of them applying to your institution.

Using online forms to capture enquiries means you can collect information such as country of 
residence, study level and the subject areas they’re interested in, so your automatic response 
can:

g   Provide evidence of teaching quality, student experience and graduate outcomes
     relevant to the courses they’re interested in

g   Offer a local phone number (if applicable) in case they require assistance

g   Make them aware of local events in their country of residence

g   Connect them to alumni through your social media
 
You can also use marketing automation to make better use of data and to test and refine your 
approach. For example, you can test one email against another (a technique known as A/B
testing). You can then assess which option performs better in terms of open or clickthrough 
rates, continually fine-tuning your marketing to give yourself a much better opportunity of
improving results with every campaign.

Marketing automation can also help you avoid the waste of the traditional email ‘blast’. This is 
done simply by segmenting your audiences more effectively. With a set of core templates at 
your fingertips, you can deliver more relevant, more effective messages. And when you
discover new segments, or want to promote something new, you can quickly create and
deploy new campaigns.

And it doesn’t end with emails. 

http://www.hobsonssolutions.com
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You can even use marketing automation to tailor the content a prospective student sees on 
your site. For example, if a student from the US visits your website, you can dynamically
display local events or blog posts from other US students on your homepage.

Fundamentally, marketing automation is a highly efficient, impactful way to improve the
effectiveness of your online and email communication. And because it’s so efficient and easy 
to do, it can also help you overcome previous workflow bottlenecks you may have
experienced in your team. 

In the following sections, we explore in more detail some of the critical roles marketing
automation can play in helping you attract the right students to your institution.

http://www.hobsonssolutions.com
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Even the best permission-based email marketing can get filtered as SPAM occasionally, but 
following these tips will maximise your chances of reaching the recipient’s inbox:

g   Send highly relevant and personalised emails – sending relevant emails people want to 
     receive means they won’t mark your message as SPAM, which damages your email sender 
     reputation. If your emails are interesting and of value to the recipient, then if the message 
     is incorrectly filtered as SPAM, the recipient is more like to flag that it’s not SPAM and 
     move the message to their inbox, boosting your sender reputation.

g   Choose your words carefully - avoid using lots of capital letters, exclamation marks or 
     words typically associated with SPAM in your subject lines, such as ‘free’, ‘clearance’, 
     ‘apply now’, ‘apply online’ and ‘acceptance’. If you have a good sender reputation then   
     these words alone shouldn’t trigger SPAM filters, but if you’re unsure then do some A/B 
     tests on subject lines to see how they impact deliverability and open rates.

g   Follow CAN-SPAM legal requirements – include a postal address and working opt-out 
     link in all emails you send through your email marketing software.

Avoiding SPAM filters
by following email
best practices

http://www.hobsonssolutions.com
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Selecting a university is one of the biggest decisions most students have made to date. But it’s 
also a decision that can have many moving parts and influences, so it’s not surprising that it’s a 
decision that can take some time.

In fact, our research shows that over 45% of students start thinking about their choice of
university before their 16th birthday. This means that no single communication or experience 
of any individual institution is likely to cause a prospective student to make their final decision. 
Today’s institutions have to work much harder than that.

Indeed, our research also shows that over 40% of students want to be contacted weekly during 
the early stages of their decision (moving up to 53% once they’ve submitted an application)*. 
This means that in the six months or more leading up to a final decision, institutions may need 
to create and send over 20 individual communications to each prospective student.

Key Role #1:
Nurturing students throughout 
their decision

How often does an international student want to be contacted at 
each stage of the application process?
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With marketing automation this becomes far easier than ever before. You can tune and time 
your communications to match different stages in a student’s decision. In the early stages, for 
example, you might focus on the overall performance of your institution in terms of subject 
rankings or awards you’ve won. In the middle stages, you might communicate the impressive 
facilities of your institution. Then in the latter stages, you might highlight links with employers.

Each communication can build on previous ones – and in doing so, help move a candidate
towards selecting in your favour. 

By focusing on the factors that influence a student’s choice of institution, you can build a
programme of relevant and effective communications over time. This nurture programme can 
help you build relationships with prospective students and convince them to choose your
institution above other offers they may receive.

The following graph from our International Student Survey 2015: Value and the Modern
International Student can be used as a guide to structure your nurture programme to focus
on the things prospective students care about most.

% rating factor as highly important, very important or important

What factors do international students consider to be important 
when deciding between institutions?
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Engage Digital reports that a third of all webpages are now served to mobile phones. And, 
according to Experian’s Quarterly Email Benchmark Report***, 52% of all emails are first opened 
on a mobile phone or tablet. So it’s important you don’t put your audience off with poorly
formatted communications. With marketing automation, it’s now easier than ever to create 
emails that look just as great on a compact smartphone as they do on a desktop monitor. 

Marketing automation
addresses the growing
importance of smartphones

http://www.hobsonssolutions.com
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Traditionally, you may have had access to broad website analytics or basic open rates for email. 
Anything more granular has often been out of reach.
 
With marketing automation, you can now automatically assess and score any individual
candidate. You’ll get unparalleled insights into what they’re doing on your site, what pages 
they’re viewing and what stage they’re at in their decision making.

With marketing automation, you can assign different scores to different actions and then use 
these scores to trigger specific communications or actions.

So, for example, let’s take a student who submits an enquiry via your website and also attends 
one of your open days. Your automation software notices that they also go on to visit your
application page following the open day, but don’t complete an application form. Your
automation software can give them a high score for potential conversion, triggering an email 
with reasons why they should apply to your institution and alerting your staff to make a
well-timed phone call to see if they need help and assistance with the application process.

Ultimately, scoring is an incredibly powerful tool that can help you focus your attentions on the 
students most likely to convert. You can then target them with messages that are relevant,
personal and effective to ensure they choose you. 

Key Role #2:
Using scoring to prioritise focus 
on the right students 

http://www.hobsonssolutions.com
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Students will tell you a lot about what they’re looking for in their higher education. But often, 
their actions online will tell you even more.

The pages they visit, the content they view and the links they follow can all build up a powerful 
picture of where they are in the student journey.
 
With marketing automation in place, you can see everything a prospective student does on 
your site. You can then use this information to deliver more personal and targeted
communications.

For example, if someone has enquired via your site and at a later stage visits the visas page, 
you can target them with messages about the visa process specific to their nationality, offering 
real value at the time they need it.

Key Role #3:
Understanding online behaviour 
to drive communication

Examples of trigger emails include:

g   Webpage visit – you could email an invitation to a recruitment fair you’re attending after a  
     person has visited your events page. To ensure relevance, make sure you target the invitation 
     to local events based on the visitor’s country of residence (or inferred country using reverse 
     IP lookup). 

g   Time spent on site or number of pages visited – if a student visits a large number of pages   
     or spends several minutes on your website, then it’s likely they’re either very interested in   
     your institution or struggling to find what they need. Sending a trigger email with links to 
     FAQs and a contact number they can call will not only improve their experience but also 
     positively influence their perception of your institution.

g   Repeat visits or clicks – repeat visits or clicks on your emails can be a positive sign of
     engagement. Emailing these contacts with your phone number and links to application 
     forms and social media can be an effective way to increase engagement and their
     likelihood to convert.

g   Thank you/confirmation – thank you and confirmation emails are the most common type of
     automated email and have the highest open rate compared to most communications. Use   
     these messages to provide essential information and encourage recipients to connect with  
     your institution via social media to further increase engagement.

http://www.hobsonssolutions.com
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Using tracking codes to
personalise the online
experience and trigger relevant 
and timely communications
A tracking code is a small piece of JavaScript code that you get from your marketing
automation software to place on your website. Adding the code is a simple copy-paste process, 
though you may need help from your webmaster or digital marketing team to add it. The code 
enables your marketing automation software to view activity on your website in order to
personalise online content, score prospective students and trigger emails based on the
webpages they visit. 

The most important thing to remember is that all this activity is easily within reach and simple 
to do. And there are many actions you can take based on someone’s online behaviour – from 
simply triggering a personalised email when a candidate enquires via your site to highlighting 
relevant content matched to their needs. The choice is yours.
 
However, by harnessing the power of behavioural triggers, one thing is certain: you’ll be able to 
respond faster, create deeper engagement and help to develop a much closer relationship to 
maximise your student recruitment.

http://www.hobsonssolutions.com
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Often, the first contact a student will have with your institution will be on either your homepage 
or a specific landing page. These landing pages are an effective tool in converting a student 
from passive interest to active engagement.

But, as with email, not all landing pages are created equal. Some outperform others by a
massive margin, so the challenge is to unlock what works (and what doesn’t) for your
institution.

This, again, is where marketing automation can help. For example, you can A/B test landing 
pages with different content offers, forms or messages to see which increases enquiries or
applications.
 
You can also use basic forms to encourage enquiry, and then go further with progressive
profiling. By asking additional questions at subsequent visits, and building up a richer, more
actionable profile of your prospective students, you can continually improve their experience
of your institution to maximise the chances of them applying. 

Key Role #4:
Optimising your landing pages 
for maximum impact

Common A/B tests for landing pages include:

g   Your primary on-page message – exploring different ways to position your institution and  
     courses.

g   Calls to action – looking at how you incentivise students to click or register.

g   Imagery and design – testing different types of photography and/or illustration to see what    
     engages best.

g   Button colours and placement – to find out which can positively affect clickthrough rates  
     and web form completions.

g   Form lengths and questions – to discover the right balance of information gathering vs

     students’ willingness to divulge information.

http://www.hobsonssolutions.com
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Hopefully, you’re beginning to see just what marketing automation could do to help you attract 
and recruit students for your institution.
 
With effective automation in place, you can:

g   Get a more accurate, more actionable picture of your prospective students.

g   Automate communications with students to build relationships and nurture them through 
     their decision. 

g   Be able to score different actions and adapt your approach accordingly.

g   Trigger specific communications based on how individual students behave on your site or  
     respond to campaigns.

g   Test, adapt and personalise students’ experiences of your site and content.

g   Deliver a more responsive, more compelling and more effective approach across every
     communication you deliver.

g   And, ultimately, recruit more students.

At Hobsons, we understand what it takes to be competitive in today’s higher education
market. Every year, we produce unparalleled research into what’s driving student choices the 
world over. We then use this insight to deliver software and services to help ambitious
institutions reach, engage, attract, convert and retain the right students. 

We support institutions across all aspects of digital marketing – from creating a digital
marketing strategy and establishing and managing marketing automation through to website 
usability, online advertising and social media. 

We’d love to talk to you about how you could unlock greater success in recruiting students for 
your institution.

How can we help?

To arrange an initial conversation, contact Patrick Whitfield at patrick.whitfield@hobsons.com
or by calling +44 (0)20 7250 6627. 

http://www.hobsonssolutions.com
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g   *International Student Survey: Value and the Modern International Student
     http://hobsonssolutions.com/EMEA/Our-Insight

g   **Beyond the Data: Influencing International Student Decision Making
     http://hobsonssolutions.com/EMEA/Our-Insight

g   ***Experian’s Quarterly Email Benchmark Report
     http://www.experian.com/marketing-services/email-benchmark-q2-2015.html 
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Maximising your student
recruitment by finding out
what international students
really want
Every year, we conduct an in-depth study of today’s international students. It 
unlocks what matters, what doesn’t, and how they select where to study.

To maximise your student recruitment and help your
institution stand out from the crowd, download your
free copy of the International Student Survey report.

Visit hobsonssolutions.com/EMEA/Our-Insight
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